“Final Year Electronics and Communication Engineering Student’s Industrial Visit to Nuhas Oman Cables and Wires”

The department of Electronics and Communication Engineering of WCAS organized an industrial visit on 5th October, 2017 for final year B.E-ECE students to Nuhas Oman Cables and Wires, Rusayl, Sultanate of Oman. Sixteen students participated in this industrial visit, accompanied by Ms. Smita Felix, Assistant Professor, ECE. The visit commenced with a brief Health, Safety and Environment induction by Mr. Amol Kashikar and Mr. Muadh Nawaba. The visit team was led to the Cable manufacturing sites, where they witnessed cable production processes.

Ms. Alaa Shahlan Mohammed Ali Al-Abdullah, student of BE-7-ECE said that “Experiencing the industrial environment was helpful for us since we needed to know the working environment requirements”. Students said that they were privileged to get an opportunity to visit an esteemed organization like Nuhas Oman Cables and Wires and extended their heartiest thanks to Officials of Nuhas Oman Cables and Wires for making 5th October 2017 a day to cherish.

Students also expressed their sincere thanks to Dean Prof (Dr.) S. L. Gupta, the IEEE team of WCAS, Dr. Mohammad Mohatram, HoD-ECE, Dr. P. Vijaya, Head-Academic Coordination and Academic Support Services and Ms. Smita Felix for organizing this visit.